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Control Information.

First reported to CWac on Date 07/08/2013. as V1.

This is the second edition designated with V2. It is edited and updated for the defence of Tom
Dobbie against the further acts of -

harassment; mental, physical monetary
abuse,
criminality -abuse of process,
criminality – misconduct in public office,
criminality – perverting the course of justice,
and other criminal acts

by
Cheshire West and Chester Council and the applicants listed in their application

Introduction.

The document CHRONOLOGY by Helen Jones and authorised by Judith Griffiths, authorised by
Gerald Meehan, authorised by Steve Robinson and lied about by Mark Palethorpe to MP Andrew
Miller –
- is one of the most astonishing documents in the history of criminality, corruption and abuse.

The document is reproduced here with inserted notes and comments in red typeface.

Not only is the document remarkable for the people above who had the temerity to produce it and
it’s contents, but the people who had it in court for months beforehand stood by and supported this
document -
Alan Rawlinson – the children’s guardian, who in desperation to agree with the CHRONOLOGY,
actually stated under oath that a penis forced into a child’s mouth was not rape or sexual abuse.
Gary Hogan, the children’s court appointed solicitor was obviously not acting in the best interests
of his clients the children.
Judith Griffiths in court to support the document she approved.
Helen Jones lying under oath about the start date of the CHRONOLOGY, and admitting she
refused to consider police reports of sexual abuses of a child, and even sniggered at evidence of the
child abuses.
The local authority’s solicitor.
The local authority’s barrister.
ALL of these people lied, perjured and covered up child abuses and crimes.
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Summary of what the CHRONOLOY shows.
The document is extreme evidence of perjury, negligence and deliberate lies –
1. smearing of the children - so they will not be believed,
2. smearing of Mr Dobbie - to make him seem unfit for responsible fatherhood,
3. smearing Mr Dobbie - making him supposedly mentally ill
4. covering up recorded protracted physical assaults - on the children by mum,
5. covering up recorded emotional abuses – on the children by mum,
6. covering up a serious sexual assault on a child – recorded by police
7. covering up sexual approaches to Aurora - by Ken Redman,
8. covering up a physical assault on Orion – by Ken Redman
9. extensive invalidation of the children - by their mother
10. extensive invalidation of the children – by Ken Redman
11. extensive invalidation of the children – by mum’s few new friends,
12 extensive invalidation of the children – by social workers.
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Start of document CHRONOLOGY with notes by Tom Dobbie.

The IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE, CHESTER DISTRICT REGISTRY

CHESHIRE WEST AND CHESTER COUNCIL – V – DOBBIE

CASE NO: EQ12C00115

CHRONOLOGY NO.1

Date Significant Event
July 2010 Avril made an allegation of physical assault against Thomas Dobbie,

Thomas Dobbie was arrested. This was later appealed successfully.
Added
Comment

1a. The Chronology starts in July 2010 and avoids extensive
reporting of events before this date.

1b. Helen Jones when questioned by the court said the report started
in July 2010 because that’s what her computer system allowed her to
see.

1c. Helen Jones reports events from a document by Dana Murray,
which refers to a report by Caroline Harley in 2009 about domestic
violence by mum on the children.

1d. Helen Jones acknowledged to the court she had read the 2009
report.

Complaint 1e.Helen Jones deliberately mislead the court by starting
her chronology in July 2010. Perjury.

Complaint 1f.
Helen Jones does not report that Mr Dobbie reported an assault on
Orion Dobbie on the above date to both the police, the health
services and social services. Mr Dobbie reported that Mrs Dobbie
had been assaulting her toddler and Mr Dobbie stopped her.

1g. The Crown Court transcription of the judges summing states
“Now this all blew up on an occasion when in the middle of the night
the little boy started being difficult wanting a drink. There was for
want of a better phrase a bit of a row about this, it ended up with the
appellant going into the bedroom, confronting this situation, his wife
was on the bed with the child either trying to restrain the child or
holding the child forcibly as he suggests, he threw the bed covers
back and she kicked him and her foot made contact with his chin. He
then pushed her to the face and it would appear that within a short
time the situation had calmed down, there was no further violence of
any kind that night.
...
The defendant, the appellant, is a man of good character and we are
conscious that that means that we might be more likely to believe
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Date Significant Event
him on his evidence than somebody who is not and that we may ask
ourselves why should he do something like this, i.e. attack his wife
criminally at his stage in life, with a good job and many people who
speak very highly of him. His explanation is that what he did by
pushing her away was doing no more than what he considered was
reasonable in all the circumstances in order to release his child who
he considered was being unlawfully and incorrectly chastised by her
in the circumstances.

26.7.10 Heath visitor contacted the department to advise she had seen a
lump and bruise to the side of Avril’s head, following the alleged
assault.

Comment Complaint 2a.
Helen Jones leaves out all the previous reports saying Mrs Dobbie
was having trouble with the children, that Jean Davies had been
talking to Mrs Dobbie about her needing mental health support and
the ‘on and off’ use of anti depressants.
A lump was described that would have needed hospital attention and
x-ray. No hospital was attended, no medical records, no
photographs. Children and family friends say there was no lumps to
be seen.
This is Helen sexing up the report to make Mr Dobbie look bad and
get sympathy for ‘the poor ultra compliant woman’ who Helen was
palsy with. Perjury again.

02.08.10 Following Thomas Dobbie showing the social worker, Dana Murray,
a photo of a leg where there was a red mark and alleged that Avril
had caused it, she went to visit Aurora and Aurora stated that on one
occasion about a year previously her father had smacked her
however no one else had ever done so.

Comment Helen and Dana Murray know of the previous Caroline Harley report
and Mrs Dobbie’s reporting of her own violence and abuse. They
know Mrs Dobbie had herself reported hitting the children leaving
marks.
The situation is worse, because they know that Aurora is in a
“Hostile” environment Dana reports what she knows is not true.
Smearing and perjury.

26.08.10 Dana Murray went to visit Aurora whilst in the care of her father due
to further allegations of physical abuse by her mother by Thomas
Dobbie. Aurora changed her version of events given on 2nd August,
she now states that her mother had smacked her and her father took
a photo of it.
Aurora stated that she didn’t like being drawn into her parents’
conversations.

Comment 4a. Helen Jones misses out that Mr Dobbie reported the children as
upset, agitated and not wanting to return to mum’s house during first
contacts. Social services responded with a letter from their legal
department stating that Mr Dobbie should not report anything to him.
Complaint 4b.

Helen Jones omits information showing the children are distressed at
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Date Significant Event
mum’s house and want to stay with dad.
Complaint 4c.
4b. Helen Jones omits Dana Murray saying that Aurora told her that
mum had smacked her lots.
Complaint 4d.
Helen Jones misses out that Dana Murray told Aurora she did not
believe her about the photograph. We are now running into social
workers invalidating Aurora.

16.03.11 Aurora alleged that a 9 year old male child had tried to encourage
Aurora to ‘do stuff with him’ alleging sexualised behaviour. Following
a joint investigation it was concluded that no actual sexualised
behaviour took place and Avril Dobbie was able to place appropriate
protective factors in place to ensure the safety of her children.

Comment. Police reports confirm Aurora was sexually assaulted.
Why has Helen Jones deliberately lied ?
All the way through to the court admission in 2013, social services
and Mrs Dobbie report nothing. There are no records, comments –
anything.
Helen Jones statement here contradicts even the court ‘perverted
admission’ in 2013.
Helen has lied in the most unbelievable manner
Mrs Dobbie had covered up numerous previous attempts of
sexualised assaults by her friends son on Aurora.

June 2011
Wrong
date.

Local Authority completed a section 7 report and recommended full
residency to Avril Dobbie. However the court were of a mind to pace
the children in the full time care of their father, following the hearing it
was agreed that there would be Shared residency.

Comment Helen Jones does not explain that the only reason the section 7
recommended the children stay with mum was ‘to keep the status
quo’.See Complaint VS See Complaint HJ

Completely
missed.

Children refuse to go back to mum.
Mum is living at the house dad paid the mortgage on for 20 years.
mum stole possession of the house by lying to the police. After
assaulting Orion and dad, mum phoned the police saying she had
been assaulted. In following the highly discredited Duluth policy,
social services and police blame all domestic violence and abuse on
men. This was the real start of the abuses, criminality and spiralling
crimes to cover up by Cheshire police and Cheshire West and
Chester.
The children refused to go back to mum. The children were
commented on and reported as wanting to be with dad by different
professionals. The psychologist Tom Billington reported both children
saw dad as the most important person in their lives. He also reported
the fears of Aurora about Redman and Orion about his mother. Not
surprising given the hammerings she had given the children.
CAFCASS got involved and reported the abuses had received from
her mother. Aurora in particular was terrified of Redman and had
witnessed him a number of times going through the back fence at
night to get into the house mum and the children were in. Aurora
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Date Significant Event
frequently heard them having noisy sex. Redman also shouted and
bullied Aurora as well as grabbing Orion by the neck and dragging
him upstairs. He downloaded pornography onto her tablet computer.
He was always leering and letching at her. He even forced his way
into Aurora’s room to watch her getting dressed.
Redman was sleeping in the house overnight without being seen at
the front door. He was a nocturnal activist.
Redman moved fully into the children’s house early in 2011, but Mrs
Dobbie and Redman kept this from social services. Mrs Dobbie
threatened Aurora not to tell anyone, and had promised Aurora she
was getting rid of Redman.
Aurora told of Redman and mum sitting drinking in the living room
and refusing to let Aurora into her own house because she had just
come from dad’s house.
All of these incidents, Helen Jones refused to let the police interview
the children about.
Aurora made blogs about the abuses. Helen Jones told DI Nigel Parr
there was nothing interesting. Nigel Parr couldn’t even access
Aurora’s blogs.
CAFCASS reported some of these abuses and recommended to the
court that the children stay full time with dad. They also
recommended mum get mental health treatment because of the
nastiness of some of mum’s violence – like holding Aurora down and
spitting in her face. READ THE REPORT.

ALL of this, Helen Jones et al miss out. !!

Perjury, smearing, evidence hidden.
04.07.11 Referral made by Avril Dobbie to social care due to Thomas Dobbie

not ensuring the attendance of Aurora to school and she was
concerned that Orion would also begin to miss school.

Comment Helen Jones misses out all details and reports about why this
happened. She omits that Tom Dobbie had given details of more
abuses to Aurora by mum and Ken Redman and that it was Aurora
who refused to go back to mum’s and she was terrified to go to
school in case mum or Ken kidnapped or hurt her.
Helen has been totally dishonest in presenting only this statement.
Perjury yet again.

01.08.11 Thomas Dobbie made allegations of physical abuse against Avril
Dobbie and also that Aurora had witnessed Avril and her ‘boyfriend’
Ken Redman having ‘sex’. A joint investigation took place and Aurora
admitted that she may have seen her mother and her boyfriend in the
bedroom when she had been told not to enter, however did not make
any allegation of having witnessed any sexualised behaviour or that
she had been physically abused by her mother.

Comment See Aurora letter to Judge. Aurora told them she had sneaked down
and seen them having sex. Helen Jones omits what CAFCASS
reports.
Again, Helen Jones knows of this, has lied and perjured the court.
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Date Significant Event
07.10.11 Child in need meeting was drawn to a premature close due to

Thomas Dobbie being obstructive and presenting as aggressive
during discussions.

Comment Tom Dobbie asked for transparency and honesty which was refused
by SS and meeting halted. Helen lies and perjures court again

29.10.11 Avril Dobbie was refused contact with her children by Thomas
Dobbie. Avril sought legal advice.

Comment Why does Helen not explain the background which shows reported
abuses to the children by mum? Perjury, smearing.

02.11.11 School staff reported that Aurora had attended school and stated that
she was ‘frightened’ as it was her mother’s turn to pick her and Orion
up form school however her dad was going to pick them up; she was
worried that this was going to cause a ‘fight’.
Staff sought legal advice, they were not to allow the children to go
with Thomas Dobbie and adhere to the agreed plan within court.
Thomas Dobbie turned up at school and gave a choice of the school
allowing him to take the children or he would stand and wait in the
playground. School advised that neither choice was acceptable.
Eventually Thomas Dobbie agreed to leave.

Comment This is not a true record of events.
see history in Complaint to LA. Perjury again.

17.11.11 Child in Need meeting, all professionals agreed that a Child
Protection Case Conference should be requested due to the
increasing concerns regarding the children’s emotional and physical
welfare.

Comment Nice and vague – to be interpreted any way anybody wants.
18.11.11 CAMHS contacted the department to inform the social worker that

Thomas Dobbie had not taken Aurora to an agreed and confirmed
appointment.

Comment Letters from CAMHS confirm this is lies.
Helen Jones just adding things to smear Mr Dobbie.

21.11.11 School staff informed the department that both children had been
upset in school. Orion was requesting that he returned to his
mother’s home and was distressed when his father wanted to take
him home, however eventually left school with Thomas Dobbie.
Aurora had been upset and stated that she was upset about ‘the
divorce’. Aurora also stated she was ‘afraid of saying the wrong thing’
and therefore did not like anyone asking what she would like.

Comment Orion had explained mummy promised him presents and going out.
This was documented. Helen re writes the incident to make dad look
bad. Helen is smearing and perjuring yet again.

22.11.11 School staff reported that Orion became distressed again when
Thomas Dobbie arrived at school and again stated he wanted to go
home ‘with my mummy’.

Helen Jones knows everybody is reporting that Orion and Aurora
want to live with dad. This is her feeble attempt to smearing.
If what Helen Jones reports here is true, then how is it reconciled
with reports from Tom Billington etc. ?
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Date Significant Event
Between
Jan 2012
and March
2013

The department have received approximately 155 emails which
contain varying levels of accusations, allegations and complaints of
abuse against himself and Aurora and Orion by social care, police,
the court and in particular Mrs Dobbie. Majority of which are
regurgitation of incidents that took place historically and have been
investigated and addressed.

The list of complaints has never been investigated and addressed.
This is a lazy social worker trying to cover up without even showing
any details.

06.02.12 The department was informed of an incident where Aurora had left
her father’s home inappropriately dressed when going to her
mother’s home for a contact. Avril Dobbie responded by taking
photos of Aurora and then asking her to go back into Thomas
Dobbie’s home and change, Aurora came back out a second time
wearing the same clothing. Avril Dobbie again asked her to change,
this time Avril followed Aurora to the home and alleges that she saw
Aurora on the floor crying with a female adult, believed to be a family
friend, who appeared to be restraining Aurora, again Avril Dobbie
took a photo of the situation.
Consequently Aurora stated that’s he was ‘afraid’ and did not want to
see her mother.

Helen Jones has the same psychopath talents as Mrs Dobbie. She
has taken an abusive incident and completely reversed the roles of
victim and perpetrator.
This is unbelievable. Barbra Goldsmith was furious with Mrs Dobbie
for terrorising Aurora into a fit.

06.02.12 Avril Dobbie sent an email to social care and CAFCASS raising her
concerns regarding the impact that Thomas Dobbie’s mental health
is having on Aurora’s long term emotional welfare.

Mrs Dobbie – recommended for mental health treatment 2009.
Mrs Dobbie – recommended for mental health treatment 2010.
Mrs Dobbie – recommended for mental health treatment 2011.
Mrs Dobbie – concerns from psychologist about her allowing her
children to be abused.

06.02.12 Thomas Dobbie sent emails to school, social care and CAFCASS
informing them that Aurora had suffered three ‘severe panic attacks’ ,
consequently he was keeping her off school.

Aurora had ‘fits’ through much of her life. They were responses to her
mothers cold abusive ways. Aurora was scared about leaving the
safety of her dad’s house. Helen Jones and Alan Rawlinson avoided
the obvious – that she was scared because she had been abused.
The obvious did not help them pretend that social services had not
been negligent. So, they followed the highly discredited PAS route,
that were the criminal courts to follow suit, our prisons would be filled
with the victims of crime.
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Date Significant Event
17.02.12 CAMHS informed the department that the case had been closed in

regards to Aurora due to a lack of engagement by Thomas Dobbie.

Helen lies again trying to find any reason to make Mr Dobbie look
bad. Read the letter by CAMHS.

22.02.12 The family’s GP, Dr Kingston, informed the department of her
concerns regarding the impact Thomas Dobbie’s approach to Aurora,
being more like an equal, discussing adult issues with her, rather
than a father, daughter relationship is having on Aurora’s emotional
welfare.
Dr Kingston also had no idea of Aurora’s fits or indeed of mum
battering the children.

14.03.12 Avril Dobbie contacted the department to raise her concerns
regarding Aurora’s lack of school attendance since being in her
father’s care. She explained that Thomas Dobbie alleges Aurora is
not sleeping well and therefore allows her to remain off school.

Helen only reports Mrs Dobbie’s words without any thought. They are
designed to make Mr Dobbie look bad.

16.03.12 Legal Planning Meeting held, agreed to progress to court
proceedings.

29.03.12 Change in social worker – Andrea Blears is allocated worker.

No mention of Andrea’s first ever words to Mr Dobbie. “ I’m Andrea
Blears and you will do as I tell you or I will take your children off you
“. Complaint to Cheshire West. Not answered like all the other
unanswered complaints.

14.04.12 Avril Dobbie contacted the department raising her concerns
regarding Thomas Dobbie’s mental health and the impact on the
children as according to Aurora he had discussed depression and
suicide with her.

No interview with Aurora. The same old route; any attempt to smear
Mr Dobbie by reporting what Mrs Dobbie says.. This is the
psychopath relay game.

11.05.12 CAVA report – Ken Redman informed the police that Thomas Dobbie
was making derogatory and harmful remarks about him in front of
Aurora and Orion.

CAVA says lots of things. Why the one sided version by Helen
Jones ? The CAVA also said that Mr Redman told the children he
was going to hurt their father with a baseball bat.
Mr Redman and Mrs Dobbie had social services taking Mr Dobbie to
court to try and force Mr Dobbie to retract that Mr Redman had first
been called a pervert by Mrs Dobbie. Three courts agreed it was Mrs
Dobbie who had first called Mr Redman a pervert.

We now have a tag team of Mrs Dobbie and Mr Redman getting
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social services to report and say what they want.

Mr Redman’s last abusive act to date was reporting to Cheshire
police that Mr Dobbie had “ possibly made a sinister laugh ..” while
getting his prescription from Hope Farm Surgery. On that basis,
Cheshire police arrested Mr Dobbie and put him in Blacon custody
suit yet again. On this occasion Cheshire police had to take Mr
Dobbie to hospital as his heart was at 40bpm. After interviewing Mr
Dobbie Cheshire police concluded that having a possibly sinister
laugh was not a crime. IPCC and PPS are investigating this and
many other things.

13.05.12 CAVA report -Information received from the police following an
allegation by Ken Redman that Avril Dobbie had received derogatory
and inappropriate texts from Thomas Dobbie. It seems that under
investigating this further Thomas Dobbie made allegations of
possible sexual abuse against Ken Redman with regards to Aurora.
It is also recorded that on Thursday 10/05/12 Aurora came home from
school and told Avril that Thomas Dobbie had said ‘Ken was going to abuse
her and try to have sex with her’. She also told Avril that her friend, who
lives across the road, had told her that ‘Ken had already abused her’.

This is bizarre. It is not in the police CAVA. Helen, Andrea , Mrs Dobbie and
Mr Redman are off on a feeding frenzy. They have told so many lies they
don’t know what is going on.

14.05.12 The department received the following email:
Dear Kevin, Andrea, et al, (& fax copy to David Whatton, Chief Constable of
Cheshire)
This whole business about my children's safety seems to be yet again low
priority for social services.
Can you please inform me as to the safety of the children.
My concerns went through the roof at the start of the weekend. The school
incident has triggered a lot of things, many of which have been reported
before.
Two further parts have been bothering me:- 1. Aurora is now complaining of
an anal fissure - at 10 yrs old ?
2. Both Aurora and Orion have been sitting in legs splayed positions around
the house - like a sexual act.
Given that we already know from Aurora that Mrs Dobbie and Ken
Redmond have been less than discrete in having sex while the children
have been in the house, I really am concerned.
I put it to you that these children are being sexually abused.
Can you please explain what is being done to protect these children?
These allegations were investigated; there was no evidence to support
such allegations.
Due to concerns regarding the safety and emotional welfare of the children
following such allegations Avril Dobbie returned the children to her home

It was school who reported to me about the unusual sexual poses. Again,
we have the Chinese whisper trail of Anrea, Helen Mrs Dobbie. There
objective was to ‘capture’ the children and they succeeded. Andreas words
come back to haunt me even now ...” I’m Andrea Blears and you will do
what I say or I will take your children off you ..”..
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16.05.12 Police were called to Avril Dobbie’s home due to Thomas Dobbie

having presented outside the property in a very agitated state and
refusing to leave.

The court appointed time for the children was with dad. Mrs Dobbie
and Andrea Blears organised this kidnapping. I was only told the
children had been kidnapped with the approval of Andrea Blears
when I got to the school to pick the children up. The children’s house
was on the normal route home from school – I am on a pushbike.
The children were jumping up and down at the windows and waving
to me. Then their mum angrily moved them to the back rooms.
Notice Helen’s amplification “very agitated state “

17.05.12 Avril Dobbie attended the office to discuss her concerned regarding
the children’s welfare. She explained that Aurora frequently informs her
that she ‘struggles with who she can trust as her "dad talks about all this
stuff and I wish he would move on". Avril explored this further with her and
she informs that she had concerns that her Dad was talking about his
mother's relationship and she was tired of hearing this’.

Yawn. Let’s trash Mr Dobbie . A short script by Mrs Dobbie, Andrea Blears,
Helen Jones.

23.05.12 Court hearing – The Local Authority requested that due to the level of
concern by all professionals involved the children be placed in the full
time care of Avril Dobbie. The court did not agree the change in care
plan and therefore the plan remained shared residency.

This was before the very good Judge Dodds in Liverpool. I was
litigant in person.
Almost all of the trial was Judge Dodds telling off social services. He
spent about 5 minutes discussing with me.
Judge Dodds concluding remarks were to tell social services to try a
lot harder. He was meaning to be decent and honest. They took it the
wrong way and got more corrupt and criminal.

04.09.12 Both children were seen and spoken to following a further allegation
of possible physical abuse by Ken Redman made by Thomas
Dobbie. Neither Aurora nor Orion corroborated the allegation made
by Thomas and stated that they had no worries re Ken. They were
observed chatting and having an amicable relationship with Ken
Redman.

See Emails 12 08 31 onwards for an explanation of the increase in
hostility and abuses by mum and Ken Redman.

09.11.12 Aurora was taken to see a GP, Dr Lewis, following Thomas Dobbie
stating that Aurora had a ‘fit’.
Aurora was seen to be clinically Ok, she had not had a stroke, her
alleged fits appear to be linked to her morning routine. Mr Dobbie
had informed that one side of Aurora's face was slumped and she
was slurring her words.
Mr Dobbie informed that Aurora did not have the "fits" during the
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summer holidays.

Aurora had these ‘fits’ since childhood. There is a video of mum
shouting at Aurora during one of these. The video was done to show
the doctors, as I have never seen so much confusion. Andrea Blears
described herself as an expert and said Aurora never had fits. Dr
Kingston didn’t believe in them and refused to look at the video.
Helen Jones proclaimed herself a GP, a psychiatrist and many other
things and refused to believe in the ‘fits’ – apart from saying they only
happened at dad’s house and were dad’s fault.

15.11.12 Court Hearing – Interim Care Order granted. Both children placed in
Avril Dobbie’s care. Supervised contact to be arranged with Thomas
Dobbie.

Dreadful two hearings in Liverpool. Andrea Blears told lots of lies,
Alan Rawlinson (the man who said it was ok for a penis to be forced
in a child’s mouth ) said it was necessary Aurora should only reside
with one parent, and it had to be with mum because Aurora was
happy to go home with mum on another occasion. Rawlinson
reported Aurora hates him now.
This was the night Andrea Blears was supervising the children being
taken to their house from dad’s house by Debra Dean-Chadwick. An
extremely abusive incident that was reported to CWaC and they
refused to answer.

30.11.12 Change in social worker – Helen Jones now allocated the case.
10.12.12 Aurora made an allegation of a teacher assistant touching her

inappropriately. This was investigated by school and there was no
evidence to corroborate the story and it seems that Aurora had
embellished the story and given an inaccurate version of events.

17.12.12 Contract of expectations with regards to contact taking place within
Thomas Dobbie’s home was signed by Thomas, social worker and
contact supervisor. Agreed contact would become unsupervised
within Thomas Dobbie’s home starting December 21st 2012.
However the contact supervisor would continue to transport the
children to and from contact so that we are able to monitor their
behaviour.

Helen Jones made it plain to Orion and Aurora that she was angry
with them and dad because the children wanted to stay at dad’s and
not go back to mum’s. She threatened to cut the contact if this
persisted.

19.12.12 Helen Jones spoke to the children about contact moving to their
father’s home. She was very clear as to the consequences if they did
not returning to their mother’s home following contact.

See above. Again, why does she need to forcefully threaten two
children ?
Helen knows this is all wrong, and she is enjoying bullying children
and humiliating their dad. A true femnazi social worker.
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04.01.13 When the children arrived for contact today one of Orion’s friends

was there. When the contact supervisor picked Aurora and Orion up
to take them home Orion seemed upset and was unhappy. It
transpired that eh was unhappy as he had to leave but his friend was
still present which unsettled him. Helen Jones advised Thomas
Dobbie to ensure that any friends leave his house before the children
and also that friends should not be at every contact as this is
unsettling for the children and the time is supposed to be quality time
with him.

Helen Jones knew that it was previously natural for dad to have other
children at the house and all the children took part in all sorts of
educational and creative tasks. Helen wanted the dad and children
isolated out of the community to spoil the contact.

07.01.13 Thomas Dobbie contacted the department to ask if a friend could
bring Orion straight from school rather than being brought to his
house by Avril. Helen Jones responded and explained that no
changes were going to be made to the arrangements in attempt to
offer the children stability.

Tom Dobbie lost his family car – a top of the line S-Max – because
Avril Dobbie lied about an assault and used manipulation of the
police to commandeer the children’s house that dad paid the
mortgage on for 20 years. Having achieved this, not only were the
children no longer supervised by Tom Dobbie as the primary carer
(as organised by social services in 2009) to protect them, but he lost
all access to his possessions and company assets – registered at the
house.
As a result of having lost the ability to protect his children, lost the
entire infrastructure of the company, trying to rescue the company,
and trying to address all these meetings where the entire system is
man hating and criminal, the renewal of insurance documents were
never received at the new house (Mrs Dobbie made a big show in
front of Aurora of getting rid of dad and company mail). The result of
this was the police stopped dad while taking the children to a party.
They took his car away. By the time he had both searched for
paperwork and contacted all the relevant authorities and got new
documents ...the car was destroyed. Another victim of Mrs Dobbie.
So, having no car, and if the weather was poor, a good friend who’s
children went to the school offered transport.
Helen Jones knew about this . However, the femnazi wanted another
way to put the boot into a man.
Helen Jones sets out to mislead the court again.

08.01.13 When Helen Jones picked the children up from Thomas Dobbie
following a contact Orion was reluctant to leave and was pushing the
boundaries. It was a concern that Thomas appeared unable to place
appropriate boundaries and used negotiation as a tool for far too
long, which escalated the situation, eventually he had to physically
place Orion in the car.
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Date Significant Event

Tom Dobbie was forced to go on a parenting course by social
services. The teacher’s of a parenting course commented that he
was grossly too advanced for such courses.
This is Helen smearing again.

18.01.13 All afternoon contacts cancelled due to adverse weather and the
safety of staff having to be considered.

The children had to travel 300m on a quiet estate between houses.
Helen Jones ensured contact was spoiled.

19.01.13 Thomas Dobbie alleged that the children had been transported in the
van with Ken Redman and Avril Dobbie, he was angry deu to the
agreement with regards to Ken Redman not being involved with the
children. Helen Jones investigated the allegation and it seems this
was a fabrication as Avril was in work today and the children were
with their childminder, this was confirmed by the child minder.

23.01.13 Due to contact going well it was agreed that the children would be
taken to contact however it is expected that Thomas Dobbie returns
them at 6pm.

A quiet good remark so that not all 100% of this report is negative
against Tom Dobbie – only 90%.

25.01.13 Thomas Dobbie did not return the children until 6.45pm. Avril alerted
the emergency duty social care team, they tried to contact him
however were unable to. The children presented well when they
returned.

Aurora had phoned her mum and gotten permission to stay until the
end of the film we were watching or 19:00; whichever happened first.
Again, triva made SIGNIFICANT. by Helen Jones. .

31.01.13 Thomas Dobbie attended the first positive parenting session.
04.02.13 Court hearing. It was agreed within the order that contact would be

moved to an all day contact on Saturdays. Avril will drop off in the
morning and Thomas Dobbie will return the children to their home for
6pm on the Saturday. This will begin on Saturday 16th February
2013.

They were finding it difficult to find new bad things to say about me.
16.02.13 Thomas Dobbie refused to return the children. Avril had to contact

the emergency duty team, social care and eventually the police also
became involved. The children were eventually returned late in the
evening by the social worker.

Helen misses out that the children arrived 30 minutes late. Aurora
was angry and crying. There had been a fight in the bathroom and
mum had drawn a toothbrush across Aurora’s face.
I phoned PPU, and social services. Had to email Nigel Parr and
email Helen Jones as there were no replies.
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Police and social workers arrived and forced a really upset Aurora
back to mum’s.
Helen Jones and Nigel Parr parroted mum’s version that ‘nothing
happened’. Aurora got the toothbrush knocked out of her mouth in a
fight with Orion.

18.02.13 Helen Jones went to visit the children to advise them that due to the
situation that arose on Saturday their contact would now return to
being supervised at Park Family Centre again. Neither children were
overly upset and soon began discussing other things.

It is well known that Aurora hated Helen. So Helen’s version above is
the school bully telling us about how the other kids are happy.

19.02.13 Thomas Dobbie was informed that the contact would return to being
supervised. However due to the short notice this could only currently
be for 3 hours a week, straight from school on a Tuesday. To begin
on Tuesday 26th February.

See reports on this.
19.02.13 Meeting was held between parents, social care and police to discuss

the issues that Thomas Dobbie has continued to insist took place
even without any evidence to corroborate his version of events.
Thomas accepted a lot of what was being said, especially with
regards to Aurora’s ‘episodes’ being due to the animosity between
her parents, as well as being able to consider that he was taking all
that Aurora said as factual without questioning how accurate that
information was. He also said that he accepted that Ken Redman
and Avril were not posing a risk to the children.

The Mantra of Cheshire West criminals –

No Evidence here , move on.

28.02.13 Court hearing
12.03.13 Thomas Dobbie did not attend contact. Helen Jones asked Thomas

Dobbie why he did not attend however he has yet to offer an
explanation.

More lies by Helen Jones. She was phoned and emailed.

CHRONOLOGY MADE BY : Helen Jones

STATUS : Social Worker
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This chronology, consisting of eight pages signed by me, is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief. I make it knowing that it may be tendered in evidence.

Signed: Date: 5th April 2013

Office Address: Children in Care Team, 3rd Floor, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire,
CH65 0BE
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